Online ranker evaluation is one of the key challenges in information retrieval. While the preferences of rankers can be inferred by interleaved comparison methods, how to effectively choose the pair of rankers to generate the result list without degrading the user experience too much can be formalized as a K-armed dueling bandit problem, which is an online partial-information learning framework, where feedback comes in the form of pair-wise preferences. A commercial search system may evaluate a large number of rankers concurrently, and scaling effectively in the presence of numerous rankers has not been fully studied.
INTRODUCTION
Online ranker evaluation concerns the task of determining the ranker with the best performance out of a finite set of rankers. It is an important challenge for information retrieval systems [21, 29, 30] . In the absence of an oracle judge who can tell the preferences between all rankers, the best ranker is usually inferred from user feedback on the result lists produced by the rankers [16] . Since user feedback is known to be noisy [13, 23, 24, 31] , how to infer ranker quality and when to stop evaluating a ranker are two important challenges in online ranker evaluation.
The former challenge, i.e., how to infer the quality of a ranker, is normally addressed by interleaving methods [8, 10, [17] [18] [19] . Specifically, an interleaving method interleaves the result lists generated by two rankers for a given query and presents the interleaved list to the user. Then it infers the preferred ranker based on the user's click feedback. As click feedback is noisy, the interleaved comparison of two rankers has to be repeated many times so as to arrive at a reliable outcome of the comparison.
Although interleaving methods address the first challenge of online ranker evaluation (how to infer the quality of a ranker), they give rise to another challenge, i.e., which rankers to compare and when to stop the comparisons. Without enough comparisons, we may mistakingly infer the wrong ranker preferences. But with too many comparisons we may degrade the user experience as we continue to show results from sub-optimal rankers. Based on previous work [3, 44, 45] , the challenge of choosing and comparing rankers can be formalized as a K-armed dueling bandit problem [40] , which is an important variant of the multi-arm bandits (MAB) problem, where feedback is given in the form of pairwise preferences. In the K-armed dueling bandits problem, a ranker is defined as an arm and the best ranker is the arm that has the highest expectation to win the interleaving game against other candidates.
A number of dueling bandit algorithms have been proposed; cf. [5, 36, 42] for an overview. However, the study of these algorithms has mostly been limited to small-scale dueling bandit problems, with the state-of-the-art being Double Thompson Sampling (DTS) [39] . By "smallscale" we mean that the number of arms being compared is small. But, in real-world online ranker evaluation problems, experiments involving hundreds or even thousands of rankers are commonplace [25] . Despite this fact, to the best of our knowledge, the only work that address this particular scalability issue is Merge Relative Upper Confidence Bound (MergeRUCB) [44] . As we demonstrate in this paper, the performance of MergeRUCB can be improved upon substantially.
In this paper, we propose and evaluate a novel algorithm, named MergeDTS. The main idea of MergeDTS is to combine the benefits of MergeRUCB, which is the state-of-the-art algorithm for large-scale dueling bandit problems, and the benefits of DTS, which is the state-of-the-art algorithm for small-scale problems, and attain improvements in terms of effectiveness (as measured in terms of regret) and efficiency (as measured in terms of time complexity). More specifically, what we borrow from MergeRUCB is the divide and conquer idea used to group rankers into small batches to avoid global comparisons. On the other hand, from DTS we import the idea of using Thompson Sampling [37] , rather than using uniform randomness as in MergeRUCB, to choose the arms to be played.
We experiment with MergeDTS in the scenario of online ranker evaluation on the widely used Microsoft and Yahoo! learning to rank [7, 11, 32] datasets, and also provide theoretical performance guarantees for it. We show that MergeDTS outperforms MergeRUCB and DTS in large-scale online ranker evaluation under the Condorcet assumption, i.e., where there is a ranker preferred to all other rankers. Moreover, we demonstrate the potential of using MergeDTS beyond the Condorcet assumption, i.e., where there might be multiple best rankers.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are as follows:
(1) We propose a novel K-armed dueling bandits algorithm for large-scale online ranker evaluation problems, called MergeDTS; (2) we evaluate MergeDTS experimentally on Microsoft and Yahoo! learning to rank datasets, presenting compelling evidence for the claim that MergeDTS is the most suitable choice for large-scale online ranker evaluation problems available today; and (3) we provide theoretical guarantees for the performance of MergeDTS.
The rest of the paper are organized as follows. In Section 2, we detail the definition of the dueling bandit problem. We discuss prior work in Section 3. MergeDTS is proposed in Section 4. Our experimental setup is detailed in Section 5 and the results are presented in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.
PROBLEM SETTING
In this section, we first describe in more precise terms the K-armed dueling bandit problem, which is a variation of the multi-arm bandits (MAB) problem. The latter can be described as follows: given K choices, called "arms" and denoted by a 1 , . . . , a K , we are required to choose one arm at each step; choosing arm a i generates a reward which is drawn i.i.d. from a random variable with mean µ i , and our goal is to maximize the expected total reward accumulated by our choices of arms over time. This is equivalent to finding as quickly as possible the best arm, i.e., the arm with the highest mean reward µ k . This objective is more commonly formulated in terms of the cumulative regret of the MAB algorithm, where regret at step t is the average "loss" incurred by our choice of arm a j , and is defined to be µ k − µ j : cumulative regret is defined to be the sum of the regrets over time [2, 28] .
The dueling bandit problem differs from the above setting in that at each step we are required to choose two arms, a i and a j (rather than a single arm); the feedback is either a i or a j , as the winner of the comparison between the two arms (rather than an absolute reward), where a i is chosen as the winner with preference probability p i j and a j with probability p ji = 1 − p i j . These probabilities form the entries of a K × K preference matrix P, which defines the dueling bandit problem but is not revealed to the dueling bandit algorithm.
In a similar fashion to the MAB setting, we evaluate a dueling bandit algorithm based on its cumulative regret, which is the total loss incurred by choosing suboptimal arms over time [5, 42] . However, the definition of regret is less clear-cut in the dueling bandit setting, due to the fact that our dueling bandit problem might not contain a clear winner that is preferred to all other arms, i.e., an arm a C , called the Condorcet winner, such that p C j > 0.5 for all j C. There are numerous proposals in the literature for alternative notions of winners in the absence of a Condorcet winner, e.g., Borda winner [22, 38] , Copeland winner [27, 43] , von Neumann winner [12] , with each definition having its own flaws as well as practical settings where its use is appropriate.
MergeDTS, like most of the other dueling bandits algorithms [36, 38, [44] [45] [46] , relies on the existence of a Condorcet winner, in which case the Condorcet winner is the clear choice for the best arm, since it is preferred to all other arms, and with respect to which regret can be defined. We pose, as an interesting direction for future work, the task of extending the method proposed in this paper to each of the other notions of winner listed above.
In order to simplify the notation in the rest of the paper, we re-label the arms such that a 1 is the Condorcet winner, although this is not revealed to the algorithm. We define the regret incurred by comparing a i and a j at time t to be
where ∆ 1k := p 1k − 0.5 for each k. Moreover, the cumulative regret after T steps is defined to be
where r t is the regret incurred by our choice of arms at time t.
Let us translate the online ranker evaluation into the dueling bandit problem. The input, a finite set of arms, consists of a set of rankers, e.g., based on different ranking models or based on the same model but with different parameters [25] . The Condorcet winner is the ranker that is preferred, by the majority of users, over suboptimal rankers. More specifically, a result list from the Condorcet winner is expected to receive the highest number of clicks from users when compared to a list from a suboptimal ranker. The preference matrix P records the users' preferences for all rankers. Regret measures the loss incurred by showing the interleaved list from suboptimal rankers instead of the Condorcet winner. In the rest of the paper, we use the term ranker to indicate the term arm in K-armed dueling bandit problems since we focus on the online ranker evaluation task.
RELATED WORK
There are two main existing approaches for solving dueling bandit problems: (1) reducing the problem to a MAB problem, e.g., Sparring [1] and Self-Sparring [35] ; and (2) generalizing existing MAB algorithms to the dueling bandit setting, e.g., Relative Upper Confidence Bound (RUCB) [46] , RMED [26] and DTS [39] . The advantage of the latter group of algorithms is that they come equipped with theoretical guarantees, proven for a broad class of problems. The first group, however, either lacks theoretical guarantees altogether, as in the case of Sparring, or their guarantees only hold for a restricted class of problems, where the dueling bandit problem is obtained from comparing the rankers of an underlying MAB problem, as in the case of Self-Sparring. Indeed, as our experimental results below demonstrate, Sparring-type algorithms can perform poorly when the dueling bandit problem does not arise from a MAB problem.
Below, we describe some of these algorithms to provide context for our work. Sparring [1] uses two MAB algorithms, e.g., Upper Confidence Bound (UCB), to choose rankers. At each step, Sparring asks each MAB algorithm to output a ranker to be compared. The two rankers are then compared and the MAB algorithm that proposed the winning ranker gets a reward of 1 and the other a reward of 0.
Self-Sparring [35] improves upon Sparring by employing a single MAB algorithm, but at each step samples twice to choose rankers. More precisely, Sui et al. [35] use TS as the MAB algorithm. Self-Sparring assumes that the problem it solves arises from an MAB; it can perform poorly when there exists a cycle relation in rankers, i.e., if there are rankers a i , a j and a k with p i j > 0.5, p jk > 0.5 and p ki > 0.5. Since Self-Sparring does not estimate confidence intervals of the comparison results, it does not eliminate rankers. In the online ranker evaluation task, Self-Sparring may consecutively choose suboptimal rankers even if those have already been compared a large number of times. Hence, the cumulative regret grows constantly. This observation has been confirmed by our own experiments (see Section 6) and by experiments by Sui et al. [35] .
Relative Upper Confidence Bound (RUCB) [46] extends UCB to dueling bandits using a matrix of optimistic estimates of the preference probabilities. At each step, RUCB chooses the first ranker to be the one that beats all other rankers given an optimism bonus in its favor, and chooses the second ranker to be the ranker that beats the first ranker given an optimism bonus in favor of the second one, which translates to a pessimism penalty for the first ranker. The cumulative regret of RUCB after T steps is upper bounded by an expression of the form O(K 2 + K logT ).
Relative Minimum Empirical Divergence (RMED) [26] extends an asymptotically optimal MAB algorithm, called Deterministic Minimum Empirical Divergence (DMED) [20] , by first proving an asymptotic lower bound on the cumulative regret of all dueling bandit algorithms, which has the order of Ω(k logT ), and pulling each pair of rankers the minimum number of times prescribed by the lower bound. RMED outperforms RUCB and Sparring. Double Thompson Sampling (DTS) [39] improves upon RUCB by using TS to break ties when choosing the first ranker in RUCB. Specifically, it uses one TS to choose the first ranker from a set of candidates that are pre-chosen by UCB. Then it uses another TS to choose the second ranker that performs the best compared to the first one. The cumulative regret of DTS is upper bounded by O(K logT + K 2 log logT ). Note that the bound of DTS is higher than that of RUCB. We hypothesize that this is because the bound of DTS is rather loose. DTS outperforms other dueling bandits algorithms empirically and is the state-of-the-art in the case of small-scale dueling bandit problems [35, 39] . As discussed in Section 5, for computational reasons DTS is not suitable for large-scale problems.
The work that is the closest to ours is by Zoghi et al. [44] . They propose MergeRUCB, which is the state-of-the-art for large-scale dueling bandit problems. MergeRUCB partitions rankers into small batches and compares rankers within each batch. A ranker is eliminated from a batch once we realize that even according to the most optimistic estimate of the preference probabilities it loses to another ranker in the batch. Once enough rankers have been eliminated, MergeRUCB repartitions the remaining rankers and continues as before. Importantly, MergeRUCB does not require global pairwise comparisons between all pairs of rankers, and so it reduces the computational complexity and increases the time efficiency, as shown in Section 6.2. The cumulative regret of MergeRUCB can be upper bounded by O(K logT ) [44] , i.e., with no quadratic dependence on the number of rankers. This upper bound has the same order as the lower bound proposed by Komiyama et al. [26] in terms of K logT , but it is not optimal in the sense that it has large constant coefficients. As we demonstrate in our experiments, MergeRUCB can be improved by making use of TS to reduce the amount of randomness in the choice of rankers. Precisely, the cumulative regret of MergeRUCB is almost twice as large as that of MergeDTS in the large-scale setup shown in Section 6.
A recent extension of dueling bandits is called multi-dueling bandits [3, 33, 35] , where more than two rankers can be compared at each step. Multi-Dueling Bandit (MDB) is the first proposed algorithm in this setting, which is specifically designed for online ranker evaluation. It maintains two UCB estimators for each pair of rankers, a looser confidence bound and a tighter one. At each step, if there is more than one ranker that is valid for the tighter UCB estimators, MDB compares all the rankers that are valid for the looser UCB estimators. MDB is outperformed by Self-Sparring, the state-of-the-art multi-dueling bandit algorithm, significantly [35] . In this paper, we do not focus on the multi-dueling bandit setup. The reasons are two-fold. First, to the best of our knowledge, there are no theoretical results in the multi-dueling setting that allow for the presence of cyclical preference relationships among the rankers. Second, Saha and Gopalan [33] state that "(perhaps surprisingly) [. . . ] the flexibility of playing size-k subsets does not really help to gather information faster than the corresponding dueling case (k = 2), at least for the current subset-wise feedback choice model." In this way, we argue that the improvement of the multi-dueling setup over the normal dueling setup is marginal.
MERGE DOUBLE THOMPSON SAMPLING
In this section, we describe the proposed algorithm, MergeDTS, and explain the main intuitions behind it. Then, we provide theoretical guarantees bounding the regret of MergeDTS. 
Notation Description

K
Number of rankers a i
The i-th ranker p i j Probability of a i beating a j M Size of a batch α Exploration parameter, α > 0.5 ϵ Probability of failure w i j Number of times a i has beaten a j s
Stage of the algorithm B s
Set of batches at the s-th stage b s
Number of batches in B s θ i j Sampled probability of a i beating a j a c
Ranker chosen in Phase I of MergeDTS ϕ i Sampled probability of a i beating a c a d
Ranker chosen in Phase II of MergeDTS
Upper confidence bound (UCB):
The MergeDTS algorithm
Here we describe MergeDTS, Merge Double Thompson Sampling, which combines the benefits of both the elimination-based divide and conquer strategy of MergeRUCB and the sampling strategy of DTS, producing an effective scalable dueling bandit algorithm.
The pseudo-code for MergeDTS is provided in Algorithms 1-3, with the notation summarized in Table 1 for the reader's convenience. The input parameters are the exploration parameter α, the size of a batch M and the failure probability ϵ ∈ (0, 1). The algorithm records the outcomes of the past comparisons in matrix W, whose element w i j is the number of times ranker a i has beaten ranker a j so far.
MergeDTS begins by grouping rankers into small batches (Line 4). At each time-step, MergeDTS considers one batch B m and, using optimistic estimates of the preference probabilities (Line 7), it purges any ranker that loses to another ranker even with an optimistic boost in favor of the former (Line 8).
If, as a result of the above purge, B m becomes a single-element batch, it is merged with the next batch B m+1 (Line 10). Here, m + 1 is interpreted as modulo b s , where b s is the number of batches in the current stage. This is done to avoid comparing a suboptimal ranker against itself, since if there is more than one batch, the best ranker in any given batch is unlikely to be the Condorcet winner of the whole dueling bandit problem. As we will see again below, MergeDTS takes great care to avoid comparing suboptimal rankers against themselves because it results in added regret, but yields no extra information, since we know that each ranker is tied with itself.
After the above elimination step, the algorithm proceeds in four phases: choosing the first ranker (Phase I), choosing the second ranker based on the first ranker (Phase II), comparing the two rankers and updating the statistics (Phase III), and repartitioning the rankers at the end of each stage (Phase IV). Of the four phases, Phase I and Phase II are the major reasons that lead to a boost
Algorithm 1 MergeDTS (Merge Double Thompson Sampling)
Input: K rankers a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a K ; partition size M; exploration parameter α > 0.5; probability of failure ϵ ∈ (0, 1). 
// UCB estimates: operations are element-wise and
Remove a i from B m if u i j < 0.5 for any a j ∈ B m .
9:
if b s > 1 and |B m | = 1 then
10:
Merge B m with the next batch and decrement b s .
11:
end if // Phase I: Choose the first candidate a c 12: 
// See Algorithm 3 // Phase III: Compare candidates and update batches 14: Compare pair (a c , a d ) and increment w cd if a c wins otherwise increment w dc . // Phase IV: Update batch set 15: if m |B m | ≤ Update B s , b s = |B s |.
19:
end if 20: end for in effectiveness of MergeDTS when compared to MergeRUCB. We will elaborate both phases in the remainder of this section.
In Phase I, the method SampleTournament (Algorithm 2) chooses the first candidate ranker: MergeDTS samples preference probabilities θ i j from the posterior distributions to estimate the true preference probabilities p i j for all pairs of rankers in the batch B m (Lines 1-4, the first TS). Based on these sampled probabilities, MergeDTS chooses the first candidate a c so that it beats most of the other rankers according to the sampled preferences (Line 6).
In Phase II, the method RelativeTournament (Algorithm 3) chooses the second candidate ranker: MergeDTS samples another set of preference probabilities ϕ j from the posteriors of p jc for all rankers a j in B m \ {a c } (Lines 1-3, the second TS). Moreover, we set ϕ c to be 1 (Line 4). This is done to avoid self-comparisons between suboptimal rankers for the reasons that were described above. Once the probabilities ϕ j have been sampled, we choose the ranker a d that is going to be compared against a c , using the following strategy. The worst ranker according to the sampled probabilities ϕ j is chosen as the second candidate a d (Line 5). The rationale for this discrepancy is that we would Sample θ i j ∼ Beta(w i j + 1, w ji + 1)
3: Sample ϕ j ∼ Beta(w jc + 1, w c j + 1) 3: end for
like to eliminate rankers as quickly as possible, so rather than using the upper confidence bounds to explore when choosing a d , we use the lower confidence bounds to knock the weakest link out of the batch as quickly as possible. In Phase III (Line 14) of Algorithm 1, MergeDTS plays a c and a d and updates the comparison matrix W based on the observed feedback. Finally, in Phase IV (Lines [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , if the number of remaining rankers in the current stage is half of the rankers of the previous stage (Line 15), MergeDTS enters the next stage, before which it repartitions the rankers. Following the design of MergeRUCB, this is done by merging batches of rankers such that the smaller sized batches are combined with the larger sized batches; we enforce that the number of rankers in the new batches is kept in the range of [0.5M, 1.5M].
Theoretical guarantees
In this section, we state and prove a high probability upper bound on the regret accumulated by MergeDTS after T steps, under the assumption that the dueling bandit problem contains a Condorcet winner. We start by listing two assumptions that we borrow from MergeRUCB in [44, Section 7] : Assumption 1. There is no repetition in rankers. All ranker pairs (a i , a j ) with i j are distinguishable, i.e., p i j 0.5, unless both of them are "uninformative" rankers that provide random ranked lists and cannot beat any other rankers. Assumption 2. The uninformative rankers are at most one third of the full set of rankers.
These assumptions arise from the Yahoo! Learning to Rank Challenge dataset, where there are 181 out of 700 rankers that always provide random ranked lists. Moreover, we emphasize that Assumption 1 and Assumption 2 are milder than the assumptions made in Self-Sparring and DTS, where indistinguishability is simply not allowed.
We now state our main theoretical result:
Theorem 4.1. Applying MergeDTS with α > 0.5 and M ≥ 4 to a K-armed dueling bandit problem with a Condorcet winner and no ties, with probability 1 − ϵ the cumulative regret R(T ) after T steps is bounded by:
where ∆ min and C(ϵ) are as in Table 1 .
This theorem is similar to Theorem 1 in [44] . Our upper bound on the T -step cumulative regret of MergeDTS is O(K ln (T )/∆ 2 min ). In other words, the cumulative regret grows linearly with the number of rankers, K. This is the most important advantage of MergeDTS, which states the potential of applying it to the large-scale online evaluation. We emphasize that for most of the K-armed dueling bandit algorithms in the literature, the upper bounds contain a K 2 term, which renders them unsuitable for large-scale online ranker evaluation. The minimal gap, ∆ min is inevitable for every K-armed dueling bandit algorithm. And for α, it is a common parameter in UCB-type algorithms, called the exploration parameter. α controls the trade-off between exploitation and exploration: larger α results in more exploration, whereas smaller α makes the algorithm more exploitative. Theoretically, α should be larger than 0.5. However, as shown in our experiments, using some values of α that are outside the theoretical regime can lead to a boost in the effectiveness of MergeDTS.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Lemma 3 in [44] states that with probability 1 − ϵ the number of comparisons between a pair of rankers (i, j) is bounded by
, regardless of the way the rankers are selected, as long as the same criterion as MergeRUCB is used for eliminating rankers. Since the elimination criterion for MergeDTS is the same as that of MergeRUCB, we can apply the same argument used to prove Theorem 1 in [44] to get a bound of 8αMK ln(T + C(ϵ)) ∆ 2 min on the regret accumulated by MergeDTS. □
Discussion
The prefix "merge" in MergeDTS signifies the fact that it uses a similar divide-and-conquer strategy as merge sort. It partitions the K-arm set into small batches of size M. The comparisons only happen between rankers in the same batch, which, in turn, avoids global pair-wise comparisons and gets rid of the O(K 2 ) dependence in the cumulative regret, which is the main limitation for using dueling bandits for large datasets. In contrast to sorting, MergeDTS needs a large number of comparisons before declaring a difference between rankers since the feedback is stochastic. The harder two rankers are to distinguish or in other words the closer p i j is to 0.5, the more comparisons are required. Moreover, if a batch only contains the uninformative rankers, the comparisons between those rankers will not stop, which incurs infinite regrets. MergeDTS reduces the number of comparisons between hardly distinguishable rankers as follows:
(1) MergeDTS compares the best ranker in the batch to the worst to avoid comparisons between hardly distinguishable rankers; (2) when half of the rankers of the previous stage are eliminated, MergeDTS pairs larger batches to smaller ones that contain at least one informative ranker and enters the next stage.
The second item is borrowed from the design of MergeRUCB. MergeDTS and MergeRUCB follow the same "merge" strategy. The difference between these two algorithms is in their strategy of choosing rankers, i.e., Algorithms 2 and 3. MergeDTS employs a sampling strategy to choose the first ranker inside the batch and then uses another sampling strategy to choose the second ranker that is potentially beaten by the first one. As stated above, this design comes from the fact that MergeDTS is carefully designed to reduce the comparisons between barely distinguishable rankers. In contrast to MergeDTS, MergeRUCB randomly chooses the first ranker and chooses the second ranker to be the one that is the most likely to beat the first ranker, as discussed in Section 3. The uniformly random strategy inevitably increases the number of comparisons between those barely distinguishable rankers.
In summary, the double sampling strategy used by MergeDTS is the major factor that leads to the superior performance of MergeDTS as demonstrated by our experiments.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Research questions
In this paper, we investigate the application of dueling bandits to the large-scale online ranker evaluation setup. Our experiments are designed to answer the following research questions: RQ1 Does MergeDTS outperform the state-of-the-art large-scale algorithm MergeRUCB as well as the more recently proposed Self-Sparring in terms of effectiveness, i.e., asymptotic regret? In the bandit literature [4, 5, 36] , regret is a measure of convergence. In particular, RQ1 asks how fast can MergeDTS find the best ranker in the large-scale online ranker evaluation task compared to other baselines? RQ2 How do MergeDTS and the baselines scale computationally?
What is the time complexity of MergeDTS? Does MergeDTS require less running time than the baselines? RQ3 How do different levels of noise in the feedback signal affect the effectiveness of MergeDTS and the baselines? In particular, can we still observe the same results in RQ1 after a (simulated) user changes its behavior? How sensitive are MergeDTS and the baselines to noise? RQ4 How do MergeDTS and the baselines perform when the dueling bandit problem contains cycles? Previous work has found that cyclical preference relations between rankers are abundant in online ranker comparisons [44, 45] . Can MergeDTS and the baselines find the Condorcet winner when the experimental setup features a large number of cyclical relations between rankers? RQ5 How does MergeDTS perform when the dueling bandit problems violates the Condorcet assumption? We focus on the Condorcet dueling bandit task in this paper. Can MergeDTS be applied to the dueling bandit tasks without the existence of a Condorcet winner? RQ6 What is the parameter sensitivity of MergeDTS?
Can we improve the performance of MergeDTS by tuning its parameters, such as the exploration parameter α, the size of a batch M, and the probability of failure ϵ?
Datasets
To answer our research questions we use two types of dataset: two real-world datasets and a synthetic dataset.
First, to answer RQ1-RQ3, we run experiments on two large-scale datasets, i.e., datasets that contain a large number of rankers: the Microsoft Learning to Rank (MSLR) WEB30K dataset [32] and the Yahoo! Learning to Rank Challenge Set 1 (Yahoo) [7] . 1 We emphasize that each ranker is an arm in the K-armed dueling bandit setup. The MSLR dataset contains 136 rankers and the Yahoo dataset contains 700 rankers. Compared to the typical K-armed dueling bandit setups, where K is generally substantially smaller than 100 [1, 35, 39, 41] , these are large numbers of rankers.
Second, to answer RQ4, we use a synthetic dataset, generated by Zoghi et al. [44] , which contains cycles (called Cycle in the rest of the paper). The Cycle dataset has 20 rankers with one Condorcet winner, a 1 , and 19 suboptimal rankers, a 2 , . . . , a 20 . The Condorcet winner beats the other 19 suboptimal rankers. And those 19 rankers have a cyclical preference relationship between them. More precisely, following Zoghi et al. [44] , the estimated probability p 1j of a 1 beating a j (j = 2, . . . , 20 is set to p 1j = 0.51, and the preference relationships between the suboptimal rankers are described as follows: visualize the 19 rankers a 2 , . . . , a 20 sitting at a round table, then each ranker beats every ranker to its left with probability 1 and loses to every ranker to its right with probability 1. In this way we obtain the Cycle dataset.
Finally, to answer RQ5, we use the MSLR-non-Condorcet dataset from [39] , which is a subset of the MSLR dataset that does not contain a Condorcet winner. This datasets has 32 rankers with two winners (instead of one), each of which beats the other 30 rankers.
Evaluation methodology
To evaluate dueling bandit algorithms, we follow the proxy approach from [44] . It first uses an interleaving algorithm to obtain a preference matrix, i.e., a matrix that for each pair of rankers contains the probability that one ranker beats the other. More precisely, for each pair of rankers a i and a j , p i j is the estimation that a i beats a j in the simulated interleaved comparisons. Then, this obtained preference matrix is used to evaluate dueling bandit algorithms: for two rankers a i and a j chosen by a dueling bandit algorithm, we compare them by drawing a sample from a Bernoulli distribution with mean p i j , i.e., 1 means that a i beats a j and vice versa. This is a standard approach to evaluating dueling bandit algorithms [39, 41, 45] . Moreover, the proxy approach has been shown to have the same quality as interleaving in terms of evaluating dueling bandit algorithms [44] .
In this paper, we adopt the procedure described by Zoghi et al. [44] , who use Probabilistic Interleave [17] to obtain a preference matrix for the MSLR dataset, and obtain a preference matrix for the Yahoo datasets. 2 In the case of the MSLR dataset, the number of comparisons for every pair of rankers is 400,000 and, in the case of the Yahoo dataset, we use 60,000 comparisons per pair of rankers. The reason for this discrepancy is pragmatic: the latter dataset has roughly 27 times as many pairs of rankers to be compared.
Click simulation
Since the interleaved comparisons mentioned above are carried out using click feedback, we follow Hofmann et al. [19] and simulate clicks using three configurations of a click model [9] : namely perfect, navigational and informational. The perfect configuration simulates a user who checks every document and clicks on a document with a probability proportional to the querydocument relevance. This configuration is the easiest one for dueling bandit algorithms to find the best ranker, because it contains very little noise. The navigational configuration mimics a user who seeks specific information, i.e., who may be searching for the link of a website, and is likely to stop browsing results after finding a relevant document. This configuration contains more noise than the perfect configuration and is harder for dueling bandit algorithms to find the best ranker. Finally, the informational configuration represents a user who wants to gather all available information for a query and may click on documents that are not relevant with high probability. In the informational configuration the feedback contains more noise than in the perfect and navigational configurations, which makes it the most difficult configuration for dueling bandit algorithms to determine the best ranker, which, in turn, may result in the highest cumulative regret among the three configurations.
To answer the research questions that concern large-scale dueling bandit problems, namely RQ1, RQ2 and RQ6, we use the navigational configuration, which represents a reasonable middle ground between the perfect and informational configurations [17] . The corresponding experimental setups are called MSLR-Navigational and Yahoo-Navigational. To answer RQ3 regarding the effect of feedback with different levels of noise, we use all three configurations on the MSLR dataset, with the corresponding setups being MSLR-Perfect, MSLR-Navigational and MSLR-Informational. (For the Yahoo dataset we observed qualitatively similar results.)
Baselines
We compare MergeDTS to three state-of-the-art dueling bandit algorithms: MergeRUCB [44] , DTS [39] , and Self-Sparring [35] . Of these, MergeRUCB is designed for large-scale online ranker evaluation and is the state-of-the-art large-scale dueling bandit algorithm. DTS is the state-ofthe-art small-scale dueling bandit algorithm. Self-Sparring is the most recent proposed dueling bandit algorithm and is also the state-of-the-art algorithm in the multi-dueling setup. However, as discussed in Section 6.2, we are forced to leave DTS out of the Yahoo-Navigational setup for computational reasons.
Parameters
To set the parameters of MergeDTS, we can follow Zoghi et al. [44] , who derive the optimal α for MergeRUCB to be α > 1, and choose α = 1.01, M = 4, and ϵ = 0.01. According to Theorem 4.1, these values are also optimal for MergeDTS, and we use them as the default setup.
Recall that Theorem 4.1 is based on Lemma 3 in [44] . The latter provides a versatile high probability guarantee that the confidence intervals will not mislead the algorithm into eliminating the Condorcet winner by mistake. However, this result is proven using the Chernoff-Hoeffding [15] bound together with an application of the union bound [6] , both of which introduce certain gaps between theory and practice. In particular, we conjecture that the expression for C(ϵ), which derives its form from Lemma 3 in [44] , is excessively conservative. Put differently, Theorem 4.1 specifies a sufficient condition for the proper functioning of MergeDTS, not a necessary one. So, a natural question that arises is the following: to what extent can restrictions imposed by our theoretical results be violated without the algorithm failing in practice? In short, what is the gap between theory and practice and what is the parameter sensitivity of MergeDTS?
To address these questions and answer RQ6, we conduct extensive parameter sensitivity analyses in the MSLR-Navigational setup with the following parameters: α ∈ {0.8 0 , 0.8 1 , . . . , 0.8 9 }, C ∈ {4 × 10 2 , 4 × 10 3 , . . . , 4 × 10 6 , 4,726,908}, and M ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16}. C is short for C(ϵ). According to Eq. (1), the impact of ϵ on regret is limited, because the log of a root of a number is almost a constant. We analyze the impact of C instead. When we analyze C, we use the above candidate values directly instead of computing C(ϵ) (Line 2 of Algorithm 1). The details about the choice of the values are explained in the following paragraph.
When choosing candidate values for α, we want them to cover the optimal theoretical value α > 1, the lowest theoretically legal value α > 0.5, and for smaller values of α we want to decrease the differences between two consecutive α's. This last condition is imposed because smaller values of α may mislead MergeDTS to eliminate the Condorcet winner. So we shrink the search space for smaller values of α. The powers of 0.8 from 0 to 9 seem to satisfy the above conditions, particularly 0.8 3 ≈ 0.5 and obviously 0.8 0 = 1 with the difference between 0.8 n and 0.8 n+1 becoming smaller with larger n. The value C = 4,726,908 is calculated from the definition of C(ϵ) with the default α = 1.01 and M = 4 (see Table 1 ), noting that the MSLR-Navigational setup contains 136 rankers, i.e., K = 136. As discussed before, the design of C(ϵ) may be too conservative. So, we only choose candidate values smaller than 4,726,908. We use the log-scale of C(ϵ) because the upper bound is logarithmic with C(ϵ).
The sensitivity of parameters is analyzed by following the order of their importance to Theorem 4.1, i.e., α and M have a linear relation to the cumulative regret and C has a logarithmic relation to the cumulative regret. We first evaluate the sensitivity of α with the default values of M and C. Then we use the best value of α to test a range of values of M (with default C). Finally, we analyze the impact of C using the best values of α and M.
We discover the practically optimal parameters for MergeDTS to be α = 0.8 6 , M = 16 and C = 400,000, in Section 6.6. We repeat the procedure for MergeRUCB and DTS, and use their optimal parameter values in our experiments, which are α = 0.8 6 , M = 16, C = 400,000 for MergeRUCB and α = 0.8 6 for DTS. Then, we use these values to answer RQ1-RQ5. Self-Sparring does not have any parameters, so further analysis and tuning are not needed here.
Metrics
In our experiments, we assess the efficiency (time complexity) and effectiveness (asymptotic regret) of MergeDTS and baselines. The metric for efficiency is the running time in days. We compute the running time from the start of the first step to the end of the T -th step, where T = 10 8 in our experiments.
To measure the effectiveness, we use cumulative regret, which at time T is computed as:
where r (t) is the regret at step t, c t and d t are the indices of rankers chosen at step t, and without loss of generalization, we assume a 1 to be the Condorcet winner. The regret r (t) arises from the comparisons between the two suboptimal rankers at t step. It is the average sub-optimality of comparing two rankers a i and a j with respect to the Condorcet winner a i , i.e., p 1i +p1j 2 − 0.5. The cumulative regret R(T ) is the total sub-optimality in the whole T steps. We call a dueling bandit algorithm asymptotically optimal, if the regret tends to 0 and the cumulative regret stops growing. The results in all experiments are averaged over 15 and 100 independent runs on large-and smallscale datasets respectively, where both numbers are either equal to or larger than the choices in previous studies [35, 39, 44] . In the effectiveness experiments, we also report the standard error of the average cumulative regret, which measures the differences between the average of samples and the expectation of the sample population.
All the experiments are conducted on a server with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 0 2.00GHz (32 Cores) and 64 Gigabyte. To be precise, an individual run of each algorithm is conducted on a single core with 1 Gigabyte.
RESULTS
In this section, we analyze the results of our experiments. In Section 6.1, we compare the effectiveness (asymptotic regret) of MergeDTS and the baselines in two large-scale online evaluation setups. In Section 6.2, we compare and analyze the efficiency (time complexity) of MergeDTS and the baselines. In Section 6.3, we study the impact of different levels of noise in the click feedback on the algorithms. In Section 6.4 and Section 6.5, we evaluate MergeDTS and the baselines in two alternative setups: the cyclic case and the non-Condorcet case, respectively. In Section 6.6, we analyze the parameter sensitivity of MergeDTS.
Large-scale experiments
To answer RQ1, we compare MergeDTS to the large-scale state-of-the-art baseline, MergeRUCB, as well as the more recently proposed Self-Sparring, in two large-scale online evaluation setups, namely MSLR-Navigational and Yahoo-Navigational. The results are reported in Figure 1 , which depicts the cumulative regret of each algorithm, averaged over 15 independent runs. As mentioned in Section 2, the cumulative regret is a measure of the total loss incurred by a dueling bandit algorithm and so lower regret curves are better. Also note that DTS is not considered in the Yahoo-Navigational setup for computational reasons, which is discussed in more detail in Section 6.2. Figure 1 shows that MergeDTS outperforms the large-scale state-of-the-art MergeRUCB. Regarding the comparison with Self-Sparring and DTS, we would like to point out the following facts: (1) MergeDTS outperforms DTS and Self-Sparring in the MSLR-Navigational setup; (2) in the Yahoo-Navigational setup, MergeDTS converges after three million steps while the cumulative regret of Self-Sparring is still growing after 100 million steps, which means that asymptotically over time MergeDTS outperforms (has lower regret than) Self-Sparring. Table 2 . Average running time in days of each algorithm on large-scale problems after 10 8 steps averaged over 15 independent runs. The DTS running time in the Yahoo-Navigational setup is estimated by multiplying the average running time at 10 5 steps by 10 3 (given in italics). To address RQ2, we report in Table 2 the average running time (in days) of each algorithm in two large-scale dueling bandit setups, namely MSLR-Navigational and Yahoo-Navigational. As before, each algorithm is run for 10 8 steps. Since an individual run of DTS in the Yahoo-Navigational setup takes more than 100 days, which is simply impractical for our experiments, the running time of DTS in this setup is estimated by multiplying the average running time at 10 5 steps by 10 3 . Table 2 shows that MergeDTS and MergeRUCB have very low running time. This is due to the fact that they perform computations inside batches and their computational complexity is O(T M 2 ), where T is the number of steps and M is the size of batches. Moreover, MergeDTS is considerably faster in the MSLR-Navigational setup, because there it finds the best ranker with fewer steps, as can be seen in Figure 1 . After finding this best ranker, the size of batches M becomes 1 and, from that moment on, MergeDTS does not perform any extra computations. The running time of Self-Sparring is also low, but grows with the number of rankers, roughly linearly. This is because at each step Self-Sparring draws a sample from the posterior distribution of each ranker and its running time is Ω(T K), where K is the number of rankers. DTS is orders of magnitude slower than other algorithms and its running time grows roughly quadratically, because DTS requires a sample for each pair of rankers at each step and its running time is Ω(T K 2 ).
Computational scalability
MSLR-Navigational
Large-scale commercial search systems process over a billion queries a day [14] , and run hundreds of different experiments [25] concurrently, in each of which two rankers are compared. The running times for DTS that appear in Table 2 are far beyond the realm of what might be considered reasonable to process on even 10% of one day's traffic: note that one query in the search setting corresponds to one step for a dueling bandit algorithm, since each query could be used to compare two rankers by performing an interleaved comparison. Given the estimated running times listed in Table 2 , we exclude DTS from our experiments on the large-scale datasets for practical reasons.
Impact of noise
To address RQ3, we run MergeDTS in the perfect, navigational and informational configurations (see Section 5.4). As discussed in Section 5.4, the perfect configuration is the easiest one for dueling bandit algorithms to reveal the best ranker, while the informational configuration is the hardest. We report the results of the perfect and informational configurations on the MSLR dataset in Figure 2 and report the results of the same configurations on the Yahoo dataset in Figure 3 . For comparison, we refer readers to plots in Figure 1 for the results of the navigational configuration. On the MSLR dataset, in all three configurations, MergeDTS outperforms the baselines, and the gaps get larger as click feedback gets noisier. The results also show that Self-Sparring is affected more severely by the level of noise than the other algorithms. This is because Self-Sparring estimates the Borda score [38] of a ranker and, in our experiments, the noisier click feedback is, the closer the Borda scores are to each other, making it harder for Self-Sparring to identify the winner.
On the Yahoo dataset, we notice the contrary results to those of the MSLR dataset. This time, MergeDTS is affected more severely by the level of noise than Self-Sparring. This is because the existents of the uninformative rankers stated in Assumption 1. In the noisier configurations, the gaps between uninformative and informative rankers are smaller, which result in the long time of comparisons for MergeDTS to eliminate the uninformative rankers. And comparing those uninformative rankers leads to high regrets.
In summary, MergeDTS converges the fastest in all 6 configurations. But its performance can be affected severely when the dataset contains a large number of uninformative rankers.
Cycle experiment
We address RQ4 by running the considered algorithms on the Cycle dataset [44] . Particularly, we notice that Self-Sparring performs well in some cases (see the above experiments and results), but does poorly when a dueling bandit problem contains cyclic preference relationships. This is a point of grave concern in online evaluation [45] . Therefore, in this section we assess how dueling bandit algorithms behave when a dueling bandit problem contains cycles. To this end, we run the considered algorithms on the Cyclic dataset, described in Section 5.
In this section as well as the next, we conduct experiments for 10 million steps and repeat 100 times since Merge-style algorithms converge within less than 1 million steps and running longer only increases the gaps between MergeDTS and baselines. The top plot in Figure 4 shows that, although Self-Sparring performs well in some cases (see the above experiments), its cumulative regret on the Cycle dataset is an order of magnitude higher than that of MergeDTS. Of the four considered algorithms, Self-Sparring is a distant last. We also notice that MergeRUCB lightly outperforms MergeDTS on the Cycle dataset. This can be explained as follows. In the Cycle dataset, the preference gap between the Condorcet winner and suboptimal rankers is small (i.e., 0.01), while the gaps between suboptimal rankers are relatively large (i.e., 1.0). Under this setup, MergeDTS tends to use the Condorcet winner to eliminate suboptimal rankers in the final stage. On the other hand, MergeRUCB eliminates a ranker by another ranker who beats it with the largest probability. So, MergeDTS requires more comparisons to eliminate suboptimal rankers than MergeRUCB. However, the gap between MergeRUCB and MergeDTS is small.
Beyond the Condorcet assumption
To answer RQ5, we evaluate MergeDTS on the MSLR-non-Condorcet dataset which does not contain a Condorcet winner [39] . In this setup, called Copeland dueling bandits [39, 43] , regret is computed differently from the Condorcet setup. Given a pair of rankers (a i , a j ), regret at step t is computed as:
,
) and ζ * = max 1≤i ≤K ζ i . The results are shown in the bottom plot of Figure 4 . MergeDTS converges in less than 10 6 steps and outperforms DTS, the state-of-the-art Copeland dueling bandit algorithm, with a large gap. We hypothesize that this is because the elimination strategy used by MergeDTS reduces the comparisons between suboptimal rankers. We emphasize that MergeDTS is only guaranteed to work under the Condorcet assumption. In our experiments, we find that MergeDTS eliminates one of the two existing winners.
Parameter sensitivity
We answer RQ6 and analyze the parameter sensitivity of MergeDTS using the setup described in Section 5.6. Since MergeDTS converges within 10 million steps, we conduct the experiments with 10 million steps and repeat 100 times. Recall that we conduct the experiments in the MSLRNavigational setup. The results are reported in Figure 5 . We also report the standard errors in the plots.
The left plot in Figure 5 shows the effect of the exploration parameter α on the performance of MergeDTS. First, lowering α can significantly increase the performance, e.g., the cumulative regret for α = 0.8 4 is about one third of the reward for α = 1.0 (which is close to the theoretically optimal value α = 1.01). Second, as we decrease α, the number of failures increases, where a failure is an event that MergeDTS eliminates the Condorcet winner: with α = {0.8 9 , 0.8 8 , 0.8 7 } we observe 11, 2, 1 failures, respectively, and, thus, the cumulative regret increases linearly w.r.t. T . Since in practice we do not want to eliminate the best ranker, α = 0.8 6 seems to be the optimal value.
The middle plot in Figure 5 shows the dependency of MergeDTS on C. Similarly to the effect of α, lower values of C lead to lower regret, but also to a larger number of failures. C = 400,000 is the lowest value that does not lead to any failures, so we choose it as the practically optimal one. The right plot in Figure 5 shows the effect of the batch size M. The larger the batch size, the lower the regret. This can be explained as follows. The DTS-based strategy uses the full local knowledge in a batch to choose the best ranker. A larger batch size M provides more knowledge to MergeDTS to make decisions, which leads to a better choice of rankers. But the time complexity of MergeDTS is O(T M 2 ), i.e., quadratic in the batch size. Thus, for realistic scenarios we cannot increase M indefinitely. We choose M = 16 as a tradeoff between effectiveness (cumulative regret) and efficiency (running time).
In summary, the theoretical constraints on the parameters of MergeDTS are rather conservative. There is a range of values for the key parameters α, M and C, where the theoretical guarantees fail to hold, but where MergeDTS performs better than it would if we were to constrain ourselves only to values permitted by theory.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the large-scale online ranker evaluation problem under the Condorcet assumption, which can be formalized as a K-armed dueling bandit problem. We have proposed a scalable version of the state-of-the-art Double Thompson Sampling algorithm, which we call MergeDTS.
Our experiments have shown that MergeDTS is considerably more efficient than DTS in terms of computational complexity, and that it significantly outperforms the large-scale state-of-the-art algorithm MergeRUCB. Furthermore, we have demonstrated the robustness of MergeDTS when dealing with difficult dueling bandit problems containing cycles among the arms. We have also demonstrated that MergeDTS can be applied to some of the dueling bandit tasks which do not contain a Condorcet winner. Last but not least, we proved theoretical guarantees for the cumulative regret of MergeDTS. Given these findings, we put forth the claim that MergeDTS is the most suitable algorithm in the literature for tackling the large-scale online ranker evaluation problem.
An interesting direction for future work that arises out of this study is a generalization of MergeDTS, as well as the theoretical analysis presented here, to the case of online ranker evaluation tasks with the multi-dueling setup, as mentioned in Section 3. Furthermore, we suspect that the UCB-based elimination utilized in MergeDTS is too conservative, it might be that more recent minimum empirical divergence based techniques [27] may be leveraged to speed up the elimination of the rankers. Finally, as evidenced by our experimental results, the bound proven for MergeDTS is likely to be loose, so an interesting future direction for theoretical work would be to devise new proof techniques that would reduce the gap between theory and practice.
CODE AND DATA
To facilitate reproducibility of the results in this paper, we are sharing the code and the data used to run the experiments in this paper at https://github.com/chang-li/MergeDTS.
